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Overview
The client provides financial services to health
professionals who's clients benefit from investment and
financial advice relating to their practices. Their
marketing strategy consists of both virtual and physical
events. Educational webinars, informational sessions
and in-person dinners with current and potential clients
are organized on a monthly basis.
The client lacked the capabilities and bandwidth to
effectively execute these campaigns internally. Macro
successfully established a "Campaign Desk," - a fully
outsourced marketing operations service focused on
planning, executing, and measuring campaign results
supporting the client's marketing strategy.

MarTech Stack

Marketo, Salesforce, WordPress, Asana, Zoom
Industry

Financial Services

Location

United States

Macro Solutions

✔ Marketo Administration
✔ Microsite Development
✔ Campaign Execution
✔ Campaign Planning
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Challenges and Solutions

Challenges
X Not enough time to focus on in-house strategic marketing
X Marketo administration became too time consuming for the client
X The client needed reliable help creating digital assets for campaigns
X The campaign execution process had bottlenecks & inefficiencies
The yearly marketing plan was bold, but the actual execution of
all the campaigns posed a big marketing operations problem.
Running just a webinar required a registration process and
numerous personalized communications both pre and post
event. A year long marketing program targeting returning
customers would consist of 2-3 such campaigns per month.
The client’s internal resources were stretched very thin, making
it hard to fully plan, execute and measure all of their campaigns.
The team lacked the tactical skills needed to run the campaigns,
manage the marketing automation platform and also work on
any process improvements. The client came to Macro because
of our experience managing these marketing operations
bottlenecks.

Advantages of a MOps Agency
Scale: Organizations that use agencies can scale their growth faster.
No hiring costs: No need to spend time finding a specialized skill set,
onboarding and training new employees.
Focus on what you do best, leave the details to us: Let the experts
handle the marketing operations bottlenecks so you can focus on your
next strategies.
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Campaign Desk
An outsourced marketing operations solution provided by Macro
utilizing the client's marketing technology stack unlocked several
business advantages:

Fast Campaign Execution Using Scalable
Marketo Practices
Macro's Marketo specialists were able to quickly evaluate the client’s
environment and make improvements to digital campaign assets and
the overall campaign execution process.
Macro implemented scalable Marketo program templates with tokens
and dynamic sections that could easily be cloned for fast
execution. This allowed the production of many more campaigns
supporting the digital strategy.
With considerably more time bandwidth, the client was able to focus
on management of the marketing business.

Work Management Brings Order to Chaos
Without a streamlined process for marketing campaigns or any
project management tools, the launch of a campaign was always
chaotic. One of the first initiatives brought in by Macro was to set up
project management best practices and establish a work
management framework.
Drawing inspiration from Agile Project Management practices, Macro
implemented a kanban system tracking campaigns through different
stages: building, testing and reporting. All internal stakeholders were
trained on the new process and what Service Level Agreements (SLA)
should be expected.

Advanced Skills for More Advanced Projects
The client wanted to connect multiple data points from other systems
into their Marketo segment audiences. Macro took these challenges
head on, discovered additional needs, established requirements, and
completed the integration testing within an aggressive time frame.
This demonstrated the extra value, expertise and advanced skill set
that Macro brings to the table.
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Results
Better Pipeline Better Operations Better Leads
,

With considerable time saved from Macro’s assistance, the client
was able to increase their campaign execution by 200%, supporting
their digital marketing strategy.This led to a 106% increase in clients
reached and much more engagement. All these initiatives added up,
leading to a 55.31% increase in Lead to MQL Ration for 2020 Q1.

Better Pipeline Results
55 31 Increase in Lead to MQL Ration for 2020 Q1
.

%

Efficient Marketing
Operations

Better Targeting Email
Engagement

70%

106%

Reduction of time from
Request to Sent

Increase in clients reached

200%
Increase in # of campaigns
executed month

&

2%
Jump in overall open rate

5.5%
Increase in Click-Through Rate
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Flexible Resources For Your Needs
How to Work With Macro
Dedicated Retainer

Project-Based

Use an extra hand or brain. Depending on
your needs, our specialists dedicate their
time on an ongoing basis to support your
marketing objectives and campaigns

Achieve your objectives on time with the right
expertise. Depending on the project scope
and timeline our specialists can support you
to speed up initiatives and do more

Magical Customer
Experiences
Read our infographic to learn about
how you can enhance your
marketing operations:
MarTech & CRM Consulting
Partner Marketing
Campaigns and Operations
Training Your Team

Request a Proposal
Contact Us

Macro has an international presence with offices in Toronto,
Bucharest and New Delhi which service the global needs of our
clients. Our specialists also speak different languages - wherever you
are in the world, we’ll find a way to connect
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